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Rubric for Origami Project 2 Directions-40 points TCORE 1*2
Criteria Unsatisfactory (2pts) Marginal (4pts) Satisfactory (6pts) Good (8pts) Excellent (10pts)

Introduction 
Paragraph

*no explanation given for 
original design                    
*did not identify the 
modifications made       
*absent  

*original design is not 
properly referenced    
*modifications described in 
a confusing manner      
*confusing or written poorly     
*final version not edited for 
showcase

*original design is 
referenced            
*describes the 
modifications made                                 
*well structured or 
generally well written

*cite original design                      
*clearly describes most of 
the modifications added          
*well structured and written             
*incorporate feedback from 
drafts

*original design cited and 
easy to locate                
*clearly describes 
modifications added          
*well structured, and 
written clearly

Modification
*no modification made            
*modification was already 
done and publicly available 

*modification made but not 
significant    

*modification made using a 
split, pattern, or graft                   
*more modifications 
needed to suport the split, 
pattern, or graft

*appropriate modification 
made                            
*design modified to 
accommodate modification

*modification made was 
well placed and sized           
*design well adjusted to 
accommodate modification      

Directions 
Clarity

*some pictures are missing 
or wrong                             
*words are confusing or 
wrong                             
*steps are missing          
*steps are not numbered 
or ordered correctly

*pictures are difficult to see    
*the words are confusing       
*several steps are not well 
defined     

*pictures are generally 
readable                      
*most steps are 
understandable  
*sometimes multiple steps 
are combined   

*pictures are generally 
good                            
*most steps are clear 
*appropriate references 
made to earlier to steps

*pictures & words are 
precise & clear     
*appropriate and correct 
references made to earlier 
to steps

Group Member 
Assessment
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Rubric for Origami Project 2 Display-40 points TCORE 1*2
Criteria Unsatisfactory (2pts) Marginal (4pts) Satisfactory (6pts) Good (8pts) Excellent (10pts)

execution *does not clearly match the 
intended pattern    

*details do not match 
intended pattern

*model clearly represents 
the intended pattern *well folded and neat *well made with clean 

edges and details added

materials *paper is overly crinkled, 
dirty, or ripped        

*paper is inappropriately 
crinkled          *clean paper used  *used appropriately 

patterned or colored paper                   
*paper material and color 
enhance the pattern               

requirements
*turned in late              
*does not satisfy the 
display requirements

*meets display 
requirements but they 
detract from the model

*meets display 
requirements

*the display requirements 
are met and do not detract 
from the model

*turned in on time           
*the display requirements 
are met and enhance the 
model

Creativity 
(determined by 

peers)


